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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Hendrik Wind  
February 25, 2021 10:34 AM
Shared.MunicipalClerk 
bowvalleyengage@gmail.com
Fwd: Proposed Three Sisters Development

Dear Sir/Madam 
I am forwarding this copy of my wife’s letter in my name so that I can be counted as well in the opposition category. 
 I beg Council to crank it up a notch and speak on behalf of what I believe is the majority opinion of our residents. This is 
no time to waffle, you are elected as our representatives. Please do your job. 
A milder, less invasive application was rejected before. My opinion is this renewed application is an insult to the citizens 
of Canmore and should have never got past first base. 

Thank you 
Hendrik Wind 
15 Canyon Road 
Canmore 
> I would like to have my opposition noted to the above development.  After listening to the panelists from Engage 
Canmore, I feel that this proposal is not in the best interests of the citizens of Canmore or of the wildlife that we live 
with in the valley.  I have been a resident of Canmore since 1995 and have seen many changes to our community.  I 
understand that nothing stays the same, even in my own neighbourhood.  However, what is being proposed by the 
developers of Three Sisters does much more than just add some change to our town.  It goes against keeping our 
community manageable, which I think we are on the edge of already.  The population of Canmore has doubled since we 
built our home here and what is being proposed is that we double our population again, within a much smaller period.  
Our tax base is already stretched and this additional growth will incur a larger responsibility that I don’t think we can 
meet without seriously raising our already growing taxes.  We have a community that is largely residential and without a 
strong commercial tax base, it falls to the homeowners to support all that is needed to run a town.  So, as well as 
financial concerns that I have with this development, I am also concerned about the liability that the town will face with 
building residential units on undermined lands.  From what was presented on Tuesday night, it appears that the town 
could be left holding that bag when sink holes and slumping occur.  And then there is the wildlife corridor that I thought 
we had managed to protect a number of years ago. This is also affected by this proposal. We have lived comfortably 
with cougars, bears, coyotes, elk, deer, and other smaller animals (yes, including the infamous Canmore bunnies which 
are still running wild after $50,000 to get rid of them) so I think it would be wrong to impede on the already limited 
corridor that they use.  Part of the charm of living in the mountains is to enjoy the mountain habitat in all its many ways. 
Sadly the pandemic has also caused huge influxes of people during the last year, trying to escape the city and come to 
the mountain wilderness to get away from the lockdowns.  This is presenting another big problem to the residents of 
Canmore and Banff and is in the process of being addressed by Parks Canada.  It is not right when people who live in a 
community can’t use their back yards - unless they commit to doing it during the most unpopular times.   
>  
> I want to go on record that the members of Engage Canmore who presented their concerns on Tuesday night were 
not your run of the mill activities.  Each person who spoke did so thoughtfully with good information to back up what 
they were saying.  You, as the Town Council, should be glad to have such concerned and informed citizens within our 
community to speak to issues that could change or damage our town today and down the road. I join with their voices 
in asking you to decide against this proposal.   
>  
> Sincerely, 
> Cidnee Wind 
And Hendrik Wind 
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> 15 Canyon Road 


